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SAN FRANCISCO, CA - SEPTEMBER 05: Guests attend preview event for Candytopia, the outrageously
interactive candy wonderland, opening in San Francisco on September 6, 2018. (Photo by Kelly
Sullivan/Getty
... more

Houston has won a golden ticket. Candytopia, a traveling candy-studded
installation that gives candy lovers an immersive experience into all things candy,
will begin its sugar rush on June 14. Tickets go on sale May 28 at noon.
A confectionery theme park, Candytopia consists of more than a dozen rooms with
interactive art installations built around candy, including a marshmallow pit. The minitheme park launched in California in 2018 and has traveled to San Francisco, New York,
Minneapolis, and currently is running in Atlanta and Dallas.
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360. Tickets will be $28 for

adults and $20 for children 4-12; free for children 3 and under.
BBQLAND: Houston has some of Texas' best barbecue; read this list of the city's
best joints
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Candytopia is the work of celebrity candy artist Jackie Sorkin of TLC's "Candy Queen."
Sorkin's team also creates pieces unique to each city: The Statue of Liberty and yellow
cabs made of candy for New York; Big Tex for Dallas. The Houston installation will
feature elements inspired by Bayou City culture.
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According to a press release,
Candyland has attracted long lines and high ticket sales
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in cities where it has toured.
Celebrities such as Drew Barrymore, Gwyneth Paltrow,
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Bruce Willis, Adam Sandler, Christina Aguilera, Usher, Jessica Biel, and Hilary Duff are
Candytopia fans.
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Updates on the show and pre-release ticket access are available at candytopia.com.
Greg Morago writes about food for the Houston Chronicle. Follow him on Facebook or
Twitter. Send him news tips at greg.morago@chron.com. Hear him on our BBQ State
of Mind podcast to learn about Houston and Texas barbecue culture.
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